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7.3.19  
Written Comment 
to Planning 
Commission 
  
Wendy Black 
 

Natural Resources  Concerned that the area where home is 
located was in a protected natural area 
according to the first map they were 
sent, but now seems to be included in 
the industrial area. Concern about 
project impact to farm use. 

Existing farm uses are allowed both inside 
and outside of the city. Development Review 
of new construction and new grading will be 
subject to the City’s Natural Resource Overlay 
District  once annexed into the city.  

Planning Commission 
did not recommend 
any revisions to the 
proposed code 
amendments at the 
September 23, 20149 
Planning Commission 
Meeting and 
discussed the NRC’s 
recommendation at 
the January 13, 2019 
Planning Commission 
Meeting. After further 
deliberation, the 
Planning Commission 
retained their initial 
direction to staff to 
not pursue additional 
code amendments for 
Upland Habitat. 
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Natural Resources 
Committee (NRC) 
Letter 
 

Upland Habitat The NRC believes that there is a need for 
additional protection to retain high-
value habitat directly abutting protected 
water features.  The Natural Resources 
Committee believes that new code 
should be created to address these areas 
as part of the Beavercreek Road Concept 
Plan Zoning and Code Amendments.     

Staff presented this analysis to the Natural 
Resource Committee on October 9, 2019 and 
November 13, 2019. The Natural Resource 
Committee submitted a letter with a keyed 
map into the record requesting the Planning 
Commission create code to regulate and 
protect upland habitat areas 3 and 4 as they 
are of specific interest to the committee and 
are contiguous to large habitat areas. They 
support additional protection in Area 2 in 
locations that abut the identified and 
protected stream. Area 1 merits additional 
protection if analysis can show enough tree 
area located outside of the Natural Resource 
Overlay District exists. If the Planning 
Commission supports additional regulation, 
staff recommends adding code to either 
OCMC Chapter 17.49 Natural Resource 
Overlay District or OCMC 17.41 Tree 
Protection, Preservation, Removal and 
Replanting Standards and return at a future 
meeting with proposed code. 
 
 

Planning Commission 
did not recommend 
any revisions to the 
proposed code 
amendments at the 
September 23, 20149 
Planning Commission 
Meeting and 
discussed the NRC’s 
recommendation at 
the January 13, 2019 
Planning Commission 
Meeting. After further 
deliberation, the 
Planning Commission 
retained their initial 
direction to staff to 
not pursue additional 
code amendments for 
Upland Habitat. 
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Nancy Broshot, 
Ph.D.  Natural 
Resources 
Committee Chair 
(speaking for 
herself)  

Upland Habitat Forest fragmentation is one of the major 
documented negative impacts of 
urbanization and is an insidious threat to 
natural areas. Large intact areas of 
forest contribute to species diversity 
(both plant and animal), help remove 
pollutants from the air, mitigate climate 
change, and protect water quality. 
Development chips away at forests 
edges, reducing interior habitat until the 
land no longer functions ecologically as 
forest habitat.  
 
She recognizes the importance of 
additional housing in our area, but felt 
the need to balance development with 
protection of important natural 
resources, that once gone cannot be 
replaced.  
 
Areas 3 and 4 are important natural 
resources.  Supports conservation 
easements in Areas 3 and 4 with 
potential density transfers.   
 
 

See above comment  The Planning 
Commission discussed 
the letter from Ms. 
Broshot at the 
February 24, 2020 and 
felt that enough land 
was protected 
through the Geologic 
Hazards and Natural 
Resource Overlay 
District (especially in 
areas 3 and 4 ) that 
the need to create 
brand new regulatory 
code just for those 
areas was not 
warranted.  
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 7.12.19 
Written Comment 
to Planning 
Commission 
 
Clackamas River 
Water (CRW) 

Infrastructure Territory that is annexed to the City 
must be withdrawn from CRW and 
served by Oregon City services to the 
extent practicable. CRW assumes that 
future development will, in large part, 
be guided and coordinated consistent 
with the concepts provided in the Joint 
Engineering Study, June 11, 2018, by 
Murraysmith. 

This is consistent with Staff’s understanding. 
New development within the concept plan 
area (except for the previously approved 
Villages of Beavercreek) will utilize city water. 

No response needed 
for this comment  

7.15.19 Written 
Comment to 
Planning 
Commission 
 
Wes Rogers Oregon 
City School District 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Infrastructure Assuming that the BRCP is developed in 
stages over the next 5‐10 years, the 
District currently believes that it has the 
current capacity and/or will be able to 
have time to add capacity to meet the 
long‐term enrollment generated by the 
Beavercreek Road Concept Plan 
development. 

The school property to the south of the 
Concept Plan area will have vehicular access 
to the Concept Plan and can connect to local 
streets when it is constructed. 

No response needed 
for this comment 
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8.12.19 
Testimony to 
Planning 
Commission 
 
Paul Edgar 
Entered into the 
record- Title 4 Map 
 

 

Zoning Map Request that the Planning Commission 
work with Metro to revise the Title 4 
Industrial maps to remove a parcel 
owned by Terry Emmert to allow 
construction of housing for homeless 
veterans onsite.  

https://www.oregonmetro.gov/industrial-
and-employment-land 
 
Portions of the CI area in the BRCP are 
identified as Title 4 Industrial areas.  Any 
change to the title 4 Map must be adopted by 
Metro and would need to be completed 
before the Code amendments are adopted by 
the City to remain consistent with Title 4. 

This will be addressed 
at the September 9, 
2019 Planning 
Commission Hearing  

8.12.19 
Testimony to 
Planning 
Commission 
 
Christine Kosinski  
 

Geologic Hazards  Concerned about development in the 
Beavercreek concept Plan areas 
affecting homes on Holly Lane as Holly 
lane is in a historic landslide area. Does 
not support any connection of the 
concept plan area to Holly Lane-  

Geologic Hazard Review within the city is 
subject to OCMC 17.44 Geologic Hazard 
Review.  
 
Areas near the Thimble Creek Conservation 
Area are subject to the Geologic Hazard code 
at time of Development.  

This topic will be 
addressed at the 
September 23, 2019 
Planning Commission 
Meeting 

9.9.19  
Jim Nicita 

Cottage Industry 2011 City Commission Meeting voted to 
have additional job opportunities at the 
south of the concept plan. 
 
Encouraged PC to look at a hybrid 
district rather than a residential district 
with home occupation uses. Encourage 
implementing cottage industry. 
 

Planning Commission requested staff to 
return at a future meeting with additional 
opportunities for jobs in the southern part of 
the Concept Plan area above and beyond the 
existing home occupation license. 

This topic will be 
further addressed at 
the October 14, 2019 
Planning Commission 
Meeting 

https://www.oregonmetro.gov/industrial-and-employment-land
https://www.oregonmetro.gov/industrial-and-employment-land
https://library.municode.com/or/oregon_city/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=TIT17ZO_CH17.44EOHA
https://library.municode.com/or/oregon_city/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=TIT17ZO_CH17.44EOHA
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9.9.19  
Elizabeth Grazer 
Lindsey 

Cottage Industry  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This area was brought into the Urban 
Growth Boundary for jobs. There are 
many businesses that are currently in 
the county that would want to be 
involved in this use. 
 
Encourage allowing cottage industry to 
promote incubator spaces. 

Planning Commission requested staff to 
return at a future meeting with additional 
opportunities for jobs in the southern part of 
the Concept Plan area above and beyond the 
existing home occupation license. 

This topic was further 
addressed at the 
October 14, 2019, and 
November 18, 
2019January 13, 2020 
Planning Commission 
Meetings 
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Elizabeth Grazer 
Lindsey 
10.14.19 
 
Submitted 10.14 

Cottage 
Industry/Enhanced 
Home Occupation 

Traffic congestion exists because of 
everybody leaving the city to work, 
Cottage Industry allows entrepreneurs 
to grow their business inside the city. 
Jobs in rural areas should be in city 
areas. The City is losing a lot by not 
allowing people to grow their own 
business. We should have a 
neighborhood where industrious people 
can have an opportunity to thrive. 
Fences can be used to make outdoor 
storage more compatible. The 
residential areas would benefit having a 
range of lot sizes to allow different 
cottage industry types.  Think of this 
area as an attraction/brand.  The 
Planning Commission needs to find more 
people to interview to see what meets 
their needs. 
 

Planning Commission reviewed possible 
revisions to the home occupation license for 
the concept plan areas and choose not to 
allow outdoor storage. 

 

Elizabeth Grazer 
Lindsey 
11.18.19 
 

Cottage 
Industry/Enhanced 
Home Occupation 
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Elizabeth Grazer 
Lindsey 
1.13.20 
 
 

Cottage 
Industry/Enhanced 
Home 
Occupation/Parks  

Recommend under allowed uses, hoe 
occupation should be identified as 
encouraged. 
 
Keep larger park factor in the park 
acquisition code.  

Revised the home occupation code langue 
which does not change the requirements to 
does provide additional  background on 
intent.  
 
17.54.120 -Home Occupations/Cottage 
Industry- Thimble Creek Concept Plan Area 
 
Home occupations and Cottage Industries 
within the Thimble Creek Concept Plan Area 
are encouraged and allowed an expanded 
level of uses to support job creation in Oregon 
City and shall comply with all of the following: 
 

The draft Code has 
been amended to 
reflect this change. 
 
The Planning 
Commission did not 
make any additional 
revisions to the 
revised park 
acquisition equation   

9.23.19 & 3.24.20 
Christine 
Kosinki 
 
Handouts 

Geologic Hazards Holly Lane Connection is not suitable for 
road connection to I-205 
No insurance coverage is readable 
available for property owners  
If near a landslide area you cannot get 
landslide insurance. 
The City should provide additional 
information on landslides and protection 
people can take to protect their land. 
State law requires people to educate 
about landslides. Oregon City has been 
derelict in educating the public. 

Josh Wheeler, Assistant Engineer presented a 
background on the OCMC 17.44 Geologic 
Hazard Overlay District. He also 
recommended people attend the October 8, 
2019 City Commission Worksession about 
Geologic Hazards. 

Planning Commission 
did not provide staff 
with any direction on 
amending the existing 
17.44 Geologic 
Hazards Overlay 
District. 

Todd Mobley 
Letter submitted 
11.25.19 PC 
Meeting  

Transportation 
Collector Roads  

Street system classification – 
Recommends that the city revisit the 
need for residential collectors in 
Beavercreek Concept Plan much lower 
volumes in the south of the Concept 
Plan area.  
 

While staff does not disagree with Mr. 
Mobley that some of the proposed collector 
may very well not support collector level 
traffic and should be downgraded to a local 
street, that level of analysis should be down 
at the time of development review based on 
a specific proposal and traffic study.  

No amendments are 
needed to address this 
issue. 
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Christina Kosinski 
Letter Submitted 
prior to 11.25.19 & 
letters submitted at 
the 11.25.19 and 
2.24 PC Meetings 
 
 

Transportation 
Holly Lane 

Oregon City is required to account for 
known hazards, and such is required to 
remove Holly Lane from the TSP and not 
allow more trips to utilize Holly Lane.  If 
the City does not do that, the city will 
lose its FEMA status. Holly Lane is in a 
Geologic sensitive area and the city 
should not be encouraging more traffic 
to use this county road. 
 
Traffic impacts to Holly lane from 
concept Plan traffic will be huge and 
Holly Lane should not be sued as an 
alternative route. 
 
The Holly Lane Extension needs to be 
removed from the TSP. 
 

The request to remove the Holly lane 
extension was shared with the City 
Commission at the November 12, 2019 City 
Commission Worksession and Planning 
Commission at the November 25, 2019 
Planning Commission Hearing. 
 
During the Transportation System Plan 
(TSP) update in 2012, it was determined that 
the intersection of Hwy 213  & Beavercreek 
Road would be too congested in the future 
and would not meet Oregon Highway Plan 
mobility standards through the TSP planning 
horizon year of 2035. The TSP recommended 
the City move forward with a project to 
address the need for a refinement plan at the 
intersections.  
 
Over the next 3 years, the City worked with 
ODOT and a Technical Advisory Group and a 
Community Advisory Group identified a 
variety of reasonable improvements to 
increase the capacity and/or safety of the 
intersection along with alternative mobility 
targets for measuring congestion which was 
adopted by the City and the Oregon 
Transportation Commission. Holly Lane and 
its long-term connection to the Concept Plan 
area through Maple Lane and Thayer Road 
was identified as an alternate route to the 
intersection of Beavercreek and Highway 213.  
Seth Brumley, Region 1 Planner with the 
Oregon Department of Transportation 
(ODOT) submitted a letter identifying that 
removing Holly Lane extension projects from 
the TSP would require the City to revise the 
alternate mobility target and provide an 

The Planning and City 
Commission directed 
staff to keep the Holly 
Lane extension 
projects in the 
Transportation system 
Plan as adopted.  

http://www.orcity.org/planning/project/le-13-0001
http://www.orcity.org/planning/project/le-13-0001
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alternate project that meets or exceeds the 
benefit of the Holly Lane extension. Staff is 
currently unable to identify an alternate 
project which is affordable and has not 
allocated funding or staff time towards the 
creation of such an alternative. The city is 
currently working with Clackamas County on 
the implementation of the Holly Lane 
connection and believes that the project is an 
important alternate route to the system to 
ease congestion in this area. 
 

Paul Edgar 
Email Submitted 
11.25.19 and letter 
/public comment at 
2.24.20 PC meeting 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Transportation 
Holly Lane/ 
Geologic Hazards  

Mr. Edgars comments were very similar 
to Ms. Kosinski –regarding Geologic 
Hazards on Holly Lane and in the 
Concept Plan area. 
 
He emphasized that the city should not 
be encouraging trip traffic from the 
Concept Plan to use Holly Lane by having 
TSP projects on Maple and Holly Lane.  
 
Mr. Edgar also felt that the city was 
playing a shell game in the TSP by 
assigning trips to Holly Lane to reduce 
trip calculations at 213 and Beavercreek.  
 

Please refer to above comments Please refer to above 
comments 
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Ray Atkinson 
Email (2) Submitted 
11.25.19 

Transportation 
Induced Demand, 
Transit analysis in 
Transportation 
Plan 
 
 

Induced demand would reduce  any 
long-term congestion reduction from 
widening Beavercreek Road. Even 
though the City Commission supported 
widening Beavercreek Road, I am 
thankful that both memos state that 
widening Beavercreek Road will make 
this road less inviting and safe for 
pedestrians and cyclists. Since the 
Beavercreek Road Concept Plan 
encourages walking and biking, I hope 
the City Commission realizes that 
widening Beavercreek Road likely will 
discourage walking and biking and 
encourage more people to drive. Did 
either memo analyze whether induced 
demand or future drivers would likely be 
the main cause for the widened 
Beavercreek Road to become 
congested? 

This issue was discussed with the City 
Commission at the November 12, 2019 City 
Commission Worksession and Planning 
Commission at the November 25, 2019 
Planning Commission Hearing. 
 

The Planning and City 
Commission both 
recommended a 
transition from 5 lanes 
to 3 lanes after 
Meyers Road. 
 

Diane Maxon 
Email (11.25.19) 
and Letter 
(11.18.19) 

Transportation 
Traffic Congestion  

Transportation 
General Traffic Congestion 

This issue was discussed with the City 
Commission at the November 12, 2019 City 
Commission Worksession and Planning 
Commission at the November 25, 2019 
Planning Commission Hearing. 
 

The Planning and City 
Commission both 
recommended a 
transition from 5 lanes 
to 3 lanes after 
Meyers Road. 
 

 
Debbie Riggen 
Email submitted at 
11.12.19 CCWS 

 
Transportation 
Beavercreek Road 
Design  
 

 
Not Supportive of Roundabout  

This issue was discussed with the City 
Commission at the November 12, 2019 City 
Commission Worksession and Planning 
Commission at the November 25, 2019 
Planning Commission Hearing. 
 

The Planning and City 
Commission both 
recommended the use 
of signals along 
Beavercreek. 
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Elizabeth Grazier 
Lindsey 
11.25.19 PC Hearing 
 
 

Transportation  
 

Stream of traffic on Beavercreek Road 
throughout the day. Both to and from 
Oregon City. It is only right to protect 
the capacity. Arterials should be 5-lane 
this area was determined a 3 lane as it 
was supposed be green and everybody 
was bike or walk. SDCs should be raised 
to pay for a full 5 lane section. 
Roundabouts are not optimal for 
pedestrians. 
 

This issue was discussed with the City 
Commission at the November 12, 2019 City 
Commission Worksession and Planning 
Commission at the November 25, 2019 
Planning Commission Hearing. 
 

The Planning and City 
Commission both 
recommended a 
transition from 5 lanes 
to 3 lanes after 
Meyers Road. 
 
Discussions about 
funding strategies will 
occur outside of the 
zoning code 
amendment process.   
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From: Lori Bell
To: Christina Robertson-Gardiner
Subject: Beavercreek Employment Area
Date: Monday, August 26, 2019 10:09:39 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Thank you for reaching out Christina. The Blue Ribbon Committee,
created in 2016, is a community group working to increase awareness
around available sites around Clackamas Community College.
 

Below are the answers to your questions.
 
 

1. Why was it created? – to attract targeted industry to the existing
and zoned Industrial sites in the Beavercreek Employment Area,
near and around Clackamas Community College area by leveraging
the education and training resources at Clackamas Community
College.

2. Steering Committee -Lori Hall, CCC PIO, Lisa Davidson Executive
Director of CCC Center for Business and Industry, Lori Bell
Economic Development City of Oregon City, Current Executive
Director Oregon City Chamber of Commerce Victoria, Jon Legarza –
or other representative from Clackamas County Ec Dev
Department, Kent Ziegler, OCBA representative.

3. Eric Underwood and Amber Holvek, previous Chamber Director,
created the ad hoc committee.

4. It is not a public body and interested parties are welcome to
attend. The group meets on an ad-hoc bases. Contact Lori Bell for
more information.

 
Please let me know if you need anything else.
 
 

 
Lori Bell
Economic Development
lbell@orcity.org

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=079F9D3057784985A016A1968A4594C1-LORI BELL
mailto:crobertson@orcity.org
mailto:lbell@orcity.org
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From: Wendy Black
To: Christina Robertson-Gardiner
Subject: Beavercreek Road Concept Plan - Loder Rd Residents
Date: Wednesday, July 3, 2019 2:39:07 PM

Hello,

I live on Loder Road in the area that now seems to be planned for a Campus Industrial Zoning.
Currently we are Rural Residential Farm/Forest 5 and we have a small farm that does include
animals. This is significant source of food for our family. We also live on the ridge above the
creek. I am concerned how the rezoning would impact our land use. Are you able to provide
me further information? I've read through much of the information on the website. I am very
concerned that the area where our home is was in a protected natural area according to the first
map we were sent, but now seems to be included in the industrial area.  I had trouble telling
from all the other maps and information what was happening.

Thank you for your assistance in this matter. Kind regards,
Wendy Black
15060 S Loder Rd, Oregon City, OR 97045

mailto:wdablack@gmail.com
mailto:crobertson@orcity.org


Memorandum 

321 SW 4th Ave., Suite 400 
Portland, OR 97204 

phone: 503.248.0313 
fax: 503.248.9251 

lancasterengineering.com 

To: Oregon City Planning Commission 

From: Todd E. Mobley, PE 

Date: November 25, 2019 

Subject: Beavercreek Concept Plan Implementation: Street Classification 

This memorandum is written to provide comments regarding the planned street system within the 
Beavercreek Concept Plan area, specifically, the number of streets slated for designation as collector within 
the plan area. 

Collector Function 

In the hierarchy of streets, collectors take people from local streets, “collect” them, and bring them to higher-
order streets such as minor and major arterials. In the vicinity of the concept plan area, streets such as Glen 
Oak Road and Loder Road are collectors. Meyers Road is a minor arterial and Beavercreek Road is a major 
arterial. Figure 1 below is an excerpt from the Transportation System Plan (TSP) that shows street functional 
classifications in and around the plan area. 

 
Figure 1 - Excerpt from Figure 8 in the Transportation System Plan 

Planned Density 

The current proposal for implementation of the Beavercreek Concept Plan includes a mix of industrial, 
commercial, mixed-use, and residential zones. The northern end of the plan area is primarily industrial, 
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transitioning to mixed use and residential zones to the south. The higher intensity uses such as commercial 
and high density residential are near Beavercreek Road and lower density residential to the south and east, 
away from Beavercreek Road. In addition, the Oregon City School District has long-term plans to construct a 
new elementary school south of the plan area, adjacent to the southeast corner of the plan boundary. 

An exhibit showing the proposed zoning 
and comprehensive plan designations is 
attached to this memo, with an excerpt 
shown in Figure 2 for reference. The blue 
lines in the Figure 2 are all planned collector-
level roadways. On the north end of the plan 
area, the collectors have a wider spacing. As 
those same streets extend south, the plan 
area narrows, and the spacing of collectors 
becomes much tighter. The street layout is 
logical, but as explained below, closer 
examination of residential densities and 
developable area shows that some of the 
streets slated for collector status will very 
likely not carry more traffic than local streets 
and will not warrant designation as a 
collector. 

With land uses that have the highest trip intensity situated closest to Beavercreek Road, some of the streets, 
particularly to the south and east, will naturally carry lower traffic volumes. The proposed R5 zoning 
designation to the south and east result in lower density and correspondingly low trip intensity. That 
combined with the closer collector spacing, results in a collector roadway density that is higher than 
necessary. 

Effect of Left Turn Restrictions 

The concept plan includes restricting left turn movements along Beavercreek Road, except at intersections 
controlled by either a traffic signal or a roundabout. The intersection of Glen Oak Road at Beavercreek Road 
is the southernmost intersection along Beavercreek Road within the Urban Growth Boundary that is planned 
for either a traffic signal or a roundabout. All new street intersection south of Glen Oak Road will be limited 
to right turns in and out, including the major arterial/collector intersection of Beavercreek Road at 
D56/Timbersky Way. See Figure 3 for a reference to the future street labeled D56. 

Figure 2 - Proposed Zoning 
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These turn restrictions further diminish the 
future traffic volumes on some of the streets 
within the plan area. For example, most trips, 
particularly in the southern area, are expected 
to be to and from the north. Exiting trips will 
have convenient access to Beavercreek Road 
to make a right turn and travel north, but 
incoming trips will need to make a left turn 
from Beavercreek Road at Glen Oak Road 
and use the internal street network. This 
results in decreased traffic volumes on streets 
such as D56, which is shown in Figure 3. 

Does it Matter? 

Sizing and classifying streets appropriately results in the most efficient use of the land available within the 
plan area. Perhaps more importantly, ensuring that streets are not overbuilt results in increased safety and 
neighborhood livability. By design, collector streets typically have wider lanes and higher travel speeds than 
local streets. Keeping street designs slow and safe is critical to ensuring that neighborhoods are comfortable 
for all users.  

Summary & Conclusions 

The streets contained in the current Beavercreek Concept Plan create a logical network that will serve the 
diverse range of land uses in the plan area. However, as the plan area narrows to the south and zoning 
districts get lower in both density and trip intensity, the result is a system of too-closely spaced collector 
streets. 

It is recommended that with the implementation of the concept plan, that flexibility be retained with respect 
to internal street classifications, particularly in the southern portion of the plan area. This will allow the 
creation of new, vibrant neighborhoods, where the emphasis is on the people, the neighborhoods, the land 
uses, and the parks, with lower emphasis on the streets that connect them. 

  

Figure 3 - Excerpt from TSP with New Street Labels 
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With high expectations for all, we engage all students in meaningful learning activities that prepare them for a successful life. 

 
Oregon City School District No. 62 
Learning to be our Best 
PO Box 2110 (1417 12th St.), Oregon City, Oregon  97045-5010 
 
 
 

 
July 15, 2019 
 
 
 
 
Community Development Department 
City of Oregon City 
698 Warner Parrott Road 
Oregon City, OR  97045 
 
RE:  Beavercreek Road Concept Plan ‐ BRCP 
 
The District has been asked to provide comments concerning the BRCP and the current 
proposal for zoning designations and code amendments.  Comments are to address the 
ability of Oregon City School District to adequately provide public educational services to 
the area.  Current impacted school enrollment areas are Gaffney Lane and Beavercreek 
Elementary Schools, Ogden Middle School and Oregon City High School. 
 
The District has limited short‐term capacity available at both Gaffney Lane and 
Beavercreek Elementary Schools, capacity available at Ogden Middle School and capacity 
at our three high schools.  Recent residential developments in the District have yielded 
significantly less than one student per household across all grade levels.  The District 
currently is in design and construction to replace/expand and update middle schools and 
add safety and security features to all District schools.  Current enrollment projections 
show a gradually increasing elementary enrollment, a middle school enrollment that 
decreases in the short term and then gradually increases and high school enrollment that 
slightly decreases.  Assuming that the BRCP is developed in stages over the next 5‐10 
years, the District currently believes that it has the current capacity and/or will be able to 
have time to add capacity to meet the long‐term enrollment generated by the 
Beavercreek Road Concept Plan development. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Wes Rogers 
Bond Program Manager 
503‐785‐8531, wes.rogers@orecity.k12.or.us 





























































































































































































To: Planning Commission 
From: Nancy Broshot, Ph.D.  Natural Resources Committee Chair 
RE: Beavercreek Road Concept Plant Implementation Upland Habitat – Draft Planning 
Commission Recommendations 
Date: February 12, 2020 
 
In November 2019, the Natural Resources Committee (NRC) recommended additional 
protection for upland habitat in the Beavercreek Road Concept Plan. In particular, Areas 3 and 4 
were of concern to the NRC because they are part of and contiguous with a much larger 
forested area.  
 
I was somewhat dismayed by the Planning Commission's recommendation that no additional 
land be protected during the development of this property. Allowing development and tree 
removal in these two areas will contribute to forest fragmentation. I am submitting these 
comments personally and not on behalf of the Natural Resources Committee.  
 
Forest fragmentation is one of the major documented negative impacts of urbanization and is 
an insidious threat to natural areas. Large intact areas of forest contribute to species diversity 
(both plant and animal), help remove pollutants from the air, mitigate climate change, and 
protect water quality. Development chips away at forests edges, reducing interior habitat until 
the land no longer functions ecologically as forest habitat. The increased edge, while attractive 
to many species, is not suitable habitat to many important species such as woodpeckers, owls 
and other raptors, and many migratory songbirds. As edge habitat increases, the remaining 
forest has a different climate, increased invasive species, and increased predators and nest 
parasites, all of which leads to a decline in abundance of forest interior species of plants and 
animals. Large intact forested areas serve as a refuges for specialized species; the loss of large 
forests due to fragmentation leads to localized extinction of species.  
 
I recognize the importance of additional housing in our area, but I feel we need to balance 
development with protection of important natural resources, that once gone cannot be 
replaced. Areas 3 and 4 are important natural resources. Houses adjacent to forested areas 
have higher property values. Setting aside Areas 3 and 4 would have tremendous economic 
value to the future property owners. An idea that would allow these areas to be preserved 
while development occurs would be to have the houses adjacent to these areas have yards with 
conservation easements that would protect the intact forest. This type of development has 
occurred in many areas of Portland adjacent to Forest Park; those parcels have exceptionally 
high values now as many people want to live in the forest. I realize that this  would require the 
need for general density transfers so the development could produce the level of housing 
required. I believe the ecologically valuable intact forest habitat in Areas 3 and 4 are well worth 
preserving for future Oregon City residents.  
 
I appreciate your returning to this topic and implore you to protect the valuable large intact 
forested area in Areas 3 and 4 that is now rare in Oregon City.  



 

To:  Planning Commission 

From:  Natural Resources Committee  

RE: Beavercreek Road Concept Plan Implementation Upland Habitat 
 
Date: November 13, 2019 

 

The Natural Resources Committee reviewed a presentation by Christina Robertson-Gardiner, Senior 

Planner at the October 9, 2019, NRC meeting, which provided background on upland habitat areas in the 

adopted Beavercreek Road Concept Plan. 

 

While a fair amount of the area identified as upland habitat 

in the adopted plan is already protected by OCMC 17.49 

Natural Resources Overlay District, OCMC 17.44 Geologic 

Hazards and OCMC 17.41 Tree protection, we feel that there 

is a need for additional protection to retain high-value 

habitat directly abutting protected water features.  The 

Natural Resources Committee believes that new code should 

be created to address these areas as part of the Beavercreek 

Road Concept Plan Zoning and Code Amendments.    

 

Areas 3 and 4 as identified in the city map below are of specific interest to this committee as they are 

contiguous to large habitat areas. We support additional protection in Area 2 in locations that  abut the 

identified and protected stream. Area 1 may merit additional protection if analysis shows enough tree 

area located outside of the Natural Resource Overlay District. 

 

We look forward to working with city staff on any proposed code amendments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

698 Warner Parrott Road   | Oregon City OR 97045  

Ph (503) 722-3789 | Fax (503) 722-3880 

Natural Resources Committee 



 



 

 

MEMO 
 

To:  Laura Terway, Community Development Director, Oregon City 

cc:  files 

From:  Joseph D. Eskew, Engineering Manager 

Date:  7/12/2019 

RE:  Beavercreek Road Concept Plan – CRW Comments 
 

 
 
Thank you for this opportunity to provide comments regarding the Beavercreek Road Concept Plan 
and how Clackamas River Water (CRW) will be affected. 
 
The area of interest (the Area) is located east of Beavercreek Rd, south of Thayer Rd and north of 
Henrici Rd. The area lies wholly within the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) and partially within City 
limits.  
 
Portions of the Area extend into current CRW jurisdictional territory that is served by CRW.  
Regarding these portions of the Area, CRW provides the following summary comments: 
 

1. Existing CRW customers within the UGB and/or City limits, will remain customers until 
such time that the City has infrastructure and can provide water service. 

2. CRW owns service mains that traverse through the Area to territory outside the UGB. Water 
mains must remain in service to provide water to customers outside the UGB. CRW is open 
to discussions regarding alternatives for maintaining service to customers outside the UGB. 

3. Territory that is annexed to the City must be withdrawn from CRW and served by Oregon 
City services to the extent practicable. 

4. An Intergovernmental Agreement between CRW and Oregon City, dated October, 13 2016 
provides a mechanism to serve CRW water within Oregon City limits, on a limited basis, 
through a master meter for water sales to Oregon City. The IGA is focused specifically to 
provide interim water service for the proposed “Villages at Beavercreek” development. This 
agreement is in force and will be honored.  

5. CRW lacks required storage and infrastructure to increase the amount of water sales for 
additional development over the flow rate designated in the IGA. 

6. CRW assumes that future development will, in large part, be guided and coordinated 
consistent with the concepts provided in the Joint Engineering Study, June 11, 2018, by 
Murraysmith. 



From: Paul Edgar
To: Mike Mitchell; Laura Terway; Christina Robertson-Gardiner; Dayna Webb
Cc: Christine Kosinski; Bob La Salle; Paul Savas - County Commissioner; Bezner, Mike; Karen Buehrig - CC Trans Planning Sup; Rachel Lyles Smith;

Frank ODonnell - OC City Commissioner
Subject: Fwd: RE: Oregon City intersection analysis Highway 213 and Beavercreek Road (Please include this as part of the record with the current

Beavercreek Road Concept Plan Updates)
Date: Tuesday, November 19, 2019 11:10:14 AM
Attachments: gfhjefaknelkamjp.png

FYI, This below email was initially sent out, October 14th 2016 to the owners of the Beavercreek Road, and that is
Clackamas County and it was later copied to others like Dayna Webb within Oregon City.  

This can has been kicked down the road and in doing so it is a disservice to everyone, for the failure to be honest. 
This paragraph is in the text of this email from October 14th, 2016.

"It is effectively impossible to use Holly Lane as an alternative route.  Holly Lane has some of the highest
susceptibility to Landslides and Land Movement as per DOGAMI.  To me it is similar to the County "owned"
Road section of South End Road, which is a nightmare to the county, with maintenance and how to stop the
land movement, where the road is breaking off.  Therefore there appears to be little or NO effective ability to
mitigate Beavercreek Road congestion, using Holly Lane as it surely cannot be expanded or improved without
overcoming heroic contingencies at great cost."

The understanding that were forged with ODOT on "Alternative Mobility Standards", now 3 years later, we now see
that they cannot be justified.  Virtually within any case and "in particular" the assumption of the use of Holly Lane to
provide enough trip diversion generation case, whereby the Volume over Capacity does not exceed the physical
capacity of this Beavercreek Road & Highway 213 intersection, cannot be made.  

The physical improvements proposed to to the Highway 213 & Beavercreek Road intersection are less than Band-
Aids, and do great harm, within the failure of getting the needs of this Hwy 213 & Beavercreek Road Intersection
into Long-Term Transportation Planning with the only real solution, which is a true Fly-Over Interchange. We need
funding and help from JPACT, Metro, Clackamas County and ODOT, and when we tell everyone to not worry, its
OK and then we all experience this collapse and it is 10 years out to pull together the coordination of funding and
design!!  Everyone that needs a free flowing Highway 213 & Beavercreek Road will be trapped and effective
screwed.

We cannot go ahead, in my opinion with virtually any development, with job's and housing as is outlined in
the Beavercreek Concept Plan, with "Faulty and Unrealistic Assumptions".  

From the time of these initial studies and when the understanding with ODOT were being put into place, to where we
are today, we are seeing/experiencing exponential growth in incidences of travel (trips) on Beavercreek Road and
Highway 213 and these incidents of travel are exceeding all previous estimates, with most all coming and going to
places not in Oregon City.

The failure to not take this into consideration with what is being said and done now in November 2019 with this
update to the Beavercreek Concept Plan and forward, is a great/significant error in judgement.  Holly Lane "Trip
Diversion" is just smoke and mirrors and it is unethical in how it is being used in the Oregon City Planning and
within the Oregon City Beavercreek Concept Plan.  I also wrote this in this in the below forwarded October 14th
2016 email.

"Can anyone tell me what alternative mobility methods off of the top of your heads that can be deployed, that
can take a intersection that has had historically a LOS "F" congestion "Failure" ranking, whereby you can
mitigate/change those conditions with PED, Bike and Bus, where none of these Alternative Mobility Methods
are applicable at this intersection.  Even if they were, how can you measure their effect."

  Paul Edgar, is a former member of the Clackamas County Transportation Committee that created the Clackamas
Country - Transportation Systems Plan (TSP)
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From:Laura Terway <lterway@ci.oregon-city.or.us>
To:pauloedgar@q.com <pauloedgar@q.com>

CC:Dayna Webb <dwebb@ci.oregon-city.or.us>, Kelly Reid <kreid@orcity.org>
Date:Tue, 18 Oct 2016 09:04:27 -0700

Subject:RE: Oregon City intersection analysis
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Content-Language:en-US
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Paul,
Thank you for your email.  I have copied Dayna Webb and Kelly Reid on this reply, as they will be managing the project.
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Laura
Terway,
AICP
Community
Development
Director
Planning
Division
City of Oregon City
PO Box 3040 
221 Molalla Avenue, Suite 200
Oregon City, Oregon 97045
Direct - 503.496.1553
Planning Division - 503.722.3789
Fax 503.722.3880

Website:
www.orcity.org | webmaps.orcity.org | Follow us on:  Facebook!|Twitter
Think
GREEN
before you print.
 
Please visit us at 221 Molalla Avenue, Suite 200 between the hours of 8:30am-3:30pm Monday through Friday. 
PUBLIC RECORDS LAW DISCLOSURE: This e-mail is subject to the State Retention Schedule and may be made available to the public.
 
 
 

From: Paul Edgar [mailto:pauloedgar@q.com] 
Sent: Friday, October 14, 2016 4:04 PM
To: Bezner, Mike
Cc: Karen Buehrig - CC Trans Planning Sup; Laura Terway
Subject: Re: Oregon City intersection analysis
 
Mike, Karen & Laura,

Highway 213 and Beavercreek Road intersection needs to be a full interchange and Beavercreek Road needs to be expanded
out to 5-lanes (two in each direction and a turn lane) with a separate bike and PED Path, out to Henrici Road.  

With Volume to Capacity determinations as to how to measuring congestion (at this intersection) within "Alternative
Mobility Standards" to determine what can mitigate this congestion, we are truly embarking on a case study.

It is effectively impossible to use Holly Lane as an alternative route.  Holly Lane has some of the highest susceptibility to
Landslides and Land Movement as per DOGAMI.  To me it is similar to the County "owned" Road section of South End Road,
which is a nightmare to the county, with maintenance and how to stop the land movement, where the road is breaking off. 
Therefore there appears to be little or NO effect ability to mitigate Beavercreek Road congestion, using Holly Lane as it
surely cannot be expanded or improved without overcoming heroic contingencies at great cost.

I would like to be part of this of this TAC group, as someone who is very knowledgeable in most all aspects.

We need quantifiable understandings, that create measurable methods of all Deploy-able - Mitigation within "Alternative
Mobility Methods" to come out of this effort.

If a suite is filled, asking for "Concurrency Ruling" to stop all future development within the Beavercreek Road Concept Plan
Area, this could be part of this Case Study.

To me, it would sure be nice to come out of this, with positive case law - ruling, that limit wheel spinning and help all of us
move forward and get things done that need to be done.

State Highway 213 is listed within the Comprehensive Plan as a Strategic Urban Freight Route and critical to the county for a
lot more reasons, than just freight.  Just ask the commuters that rely on it to get to work, as well as those who depend on
free movement to all important services.

I could say much the same thing about Beavercreek Road.

Can anyone tell me what alternative mobility methods off of the top of your heads that can be deployed, that can take a
intersection that has had historically a LOS "F" congestion ranking, whereby you can mitigate/change those conditions with
PED, Bike and Bus, where none of these Alternative Mobility Methods are applicable at this intersection.  Even if they were,

https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/0YI2CzpnYOc4qMnuox3cR?domain=orcity.org
file:////c/webmaps.orcity.org
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/PsqtCADmKZIEONVtMUNgY?domain=facebook.com
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/4jPBCBBn9ZF8K7Aiv5T6C?domain=twitter.com
mailto:pauloedgar@q.com


how can you measure there effect.

Paul Edgar

On 10/10/2016 5:33 PM, Bezner, Mike wrote:

Paul:
 
I talked with Karen Buehrig about your concerns that you expressed at the BCC meeting a couple of weeks ago
about the Oregon City Beavercreek Road Alternate Mobility Standards project.  The County will have an
employee on the project’s Technical Advisory Group (TAG).  As a member of the TAG, we intend to be looking
out for the interests of freight movement, unintended alternative routes, and maintaining the route access for
emergency vehicles.
 
Yes, the project will be looking at the standards used to evaluate the Beavercreek/213 intersection, and will
study alternatives.  But it will also hopefully identify some feasible projects that might be affordable that can
improve mobility.
 
Thanks,
 
Mike Bezner |
Assistant Director of Transportation

Clackamas County Department of Transportation and Development | 150 Beavercreek Road | Oregon City, OR 97045 | (: 503-742-4651

My
office
hours:
Monday
thru
Thursday,
7AM-6PM.
 

 



















From: Ray Atkinson
To: Dayna Webb; John M. Lewis; Christina Robertson-Gardiner
Subject: Widening Beavercreek Road
Date: Sunday, November 24, 2019 1:41:06 PM
Attachments: DKS Associates Analysis (August 6 2019).pdf

Staff Memo.pdf

Good Afternoon,

I watched this recording of the November 12 City Commission Work Session and read the
attached memos. Even though both memos state that induced demand would reduce (many
studies show it will negate) any long-term congestion reduction from widening Beavercreek
Road, I heard Mayor Holladay at about 41 minutes into the Work Session respond to Dayna's
explanation of induced demand. He did not agree that induced demand would cause the
widened Beavercreek Road to become congested. Instead, he believes that future drivers from
new development in the Beavercreek Concept Plan Area would cause the widened
Beavercreek Road to become congested. While I know induced demand and future drivers will
both contribute to congestion if Beavercreek Road is actually widened, it appears Mayor
Holladay is saying that induced demand would not happen. Did either memo analyze
whether induced demand or future drivers would likely be the main cause for the widened
Beavercreek Road to become congested?

Even though the City Commission supported widening Beavercreek Road, I am thankful that
both memos state that widening Beavercreek Road will make this road less inviting and safe
for pedestrians and cyclists. Since the Beavercreek Road Concept Plan encourages walking
and biking, I hope the City Commission realizes that widening Beavercreek Road likely will
discourage walking and biking and encourage more people to drive.

Thank you,

Ray Atkinson
Master of Urban and Regional Planning | Class of 2016
Portland State University
Vice-Chair, Clackamas County Pedestrian and Bikeway Advisory Committee
Member, City of Oregon City Transportation Advisory Committee
Member, Transportation Choices Alliance Advisory Council
Phone: (704) 787-5859 | Email: gismap1@gmail.com
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720 SW Washington St.  


Suite 500 


Portland, OR 97205 


503.243.3500 


www.dksassociates.com 


 


DRAFT MEMORANDUM 


 


DATE: August 6, 2019  


TO:   Christina Robertson-Gardiner, City of Oregon City 


FROM: Kevin Chewuk, DKS Associates  


 Amanda Deering, DKS Associates 


SUBJECT:  Oregon City Beavercreek Analysis                                                                             P19082-000 


 


This memorandum summarizes a traffic study for the Oregon City Beavercreek Road Concept Plan. 


The study area comprises the adopted 2008 Beavercreek Road Concept Plan area. The objective of this 


traffic study is to: 


1. Compare future development and infrastructure recommendations in the Beavercreek Road 


Concept Plan to that of the 2013 Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Municipal Code 


2. Ensure Transportation Planning Rule consistency 


3. Provide responses to three questions asked by city staff in response to public comments 


during the public engagement phase of the Beavercreek Road Concept Plan Zoning and Code 


amendments project. The responses contained in this memo address staff’s questions from a 


transportation capacity and design lens. Additional legal, fiscal, construction, or maintenance 


factors may be part of the larger discussion and are not identified in this report 


Staff Questions 


1. Holly Lane Connection. How important is the Holly Lane connection to the transportation 


model? What if it does not connect for a very long time, or is removed? 


2. Intersection Control Analysis. What is the optimal design for intersection control along the 


Beavercreek Road Concept Plan boundary- traffic signals or roundabouts? 


3. Road Network Evaluation. What is the optimal cross section for Beavercreek Road? 


Findings  


Overall, the current TSP includes adequate transportation system projects for the Beavercreek Road 


Concept Plan area to comply with the Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) as adopted (3 lane section 


with roundabouts). All transportation impacts as a result of the projected 2019 housing units and 


employees in the Beavercreek Road Concept Plan (5,700 new jobs and 1,100 new dwelling units) area 


are addressed by current TSP projects.  
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Likewise, a revised 5-lane cross-section and replacement of signals for roundabouts as intersection 


control also meets the TPR requirements. In addition, with the recommended intersection 


improvements, classifications and cross-sections listed later in this document, no additional 


provisions are needed beyond current TSP projects to accommodate potential growth in the 


Beavercreek Road Concept Plan area without the Holly Lane extension between Maple Lane Road to 


Thayer Road. 


Study Area 


The study area (see Figure 1) comprises the adopted 2008 Beavercreek Road Concept Plan area which 


established land use designations, design guidelines and future transportation infrastructure needs. 


The Beavercreek Road Concept Plan area is roughly bounded by the Urban Growth Boundary to the 


east, Beavercreek Road to the west, Old Acres Road to the south and Thayer Road to the north. The 


following list provides the study intersections with existing and future control, as applicable: 


1. Highway 213 / Beavercreek Road (existing signalized intersection) 


2. Beavercreek Road / Maple Lane Road (existing signalized intersection) 


3. Beavercreek Road / Clairmont Drive (existing signalized intersection) 


4. Beavercreek Road / Loder Road (existing unsignalized intersection; planned future 


roundabout) 


5. Beavercreek Road / Meyers Road (existing signalized intersection) 


6. Beavercreek Road / Glen Oak Road (existing unsignalized intersection; planned future 


roundabout) 
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Land Use Assumptions 


The Beavercreek Road Concept Plan area includes about 5,700 new jobs and 1,100 new housing units 


based on the current analysis prepared by EcoNW and 3J Consulting (2019) as part of current zoning 


and code amendment project. These numbers are consistent with the initial 2008 Concept Plan 


projection of 5,000 jobs and 1,023 housing units. Table 1 describes the assumptions that were used.  


For the Oregon City TSP, vehicle trips within the Beavercreek Road Concept Plan area were estimated 


based on around 1,639 new jobs and 355 new households. The Beavercreek Road Concept Plan was 


being litigated by the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) during the 2013 update to the 


Oregon City TSP, thus the zoning in the Beavercreek Road Concept Plan area reflected existing 


conditions and did not reflect the projected housing and jobs resulting from the plan. Once the 


Concept Plan was readopted in 2016, the regional transportation model was updated to include 2008 


Beavercreek Road Concept Plan jobs and housing projections (5,000 jobs and 1,023 housing units).  


Land Use and Motor Vehicle Trip Generation Assumptions 


The impact of the increased vehicle trip generation on the surrounding transportation system, as a 


result of the Beavercreek Road Concept Plan, was evaluated through the year 2035 (consistent with 


the horizon year of the current TSP).  


Figure 1: Study Area 
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For the current Oregon City TSP, vehicle trips were estimated based on the existing land use 


assumptions (see Table 1). These trips are included in the 2035 TSP Baseline scenario. For the TPR 


analysis, the Beavercreek Road Concept Plan utilized the projected 2019 numbers which was 


estimated to accommodate 750 more housing units and 4,095 more employees than the current TSP.  


Vehicle trips that would be generated by the increased housing units and employees were estimated 


by applying the Metro Regional Travel Forecast model trip generation rates by land use type. This 


model assumes development and redevelopment within Oregon City as well as throughout the 


region and thus accounts for consequences of development outside Oregon City. Overall, the 


Beavercreek Road Concept Plan is expected to generate about 2,584 motor vehicle trips during the 


p.m. peak hour, or 925 more than what was assumed in the current TSP.  


 Table 1: Land Use Assumptions 


 


Scenario 


New 


Housing 


Units 


New 


Employees 


Forecasted 


Weekday PM Peak 


Hour Vehicle Trip 


End Growth 


 


 TSP Baseline (without 


Beavercreek Road 


Concept Plan) 


355 1,639 1,659  


 Beavercreek Road 


Concept Plan 


2019 Code and Zoning 


Amendments Projection 


1,105 5,734 2,584  


 Change (With 


Beavercreek Road 


Concept Plan – Without 


Beavercreek Road 


Concept Plan) 


+750 +4,095 +925  
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Traffic Forecasting 


Future p.m. peak hour traffic forecasts were prepared for two land use scenarios, with and without 


the Beavercreek Road Concept Plan to provide a baseline for identifying new transportation 


improvement needs beyond those included in the TSP; these scenarios include: 


◼ TSP Baseline (without Beavercreek Road Concept Plan) – This scenario assumes the land use 


within the Beavercreek Road Concept Plan will be built out consistent with the prior TSP 


analysis (1,639 new jobs and 355 new households). It includes the improvement projects listed in 


the “Baseline Transportation System Improvements” section as envisioned in the Beavercreek 


Road Concept Plan. 


◼ Beavercreek Road Concept Plan – This scenario assumes full buildout of Beavercreek Road 


Concept Plan area (5,700 new jobs and 1,100 new housing units). It includes the improvement 


projects listed in the “Baseline Transportation System Improvements” section as envisioned in 


the Beavercreek Road Concept Plan. 


With each of these two land use scenarios, a sensitivity option was tested that assumed the planned 


segment of Holly Lane between Maple Lane Road and Thayer Road would not be completed. The 


forecast will include 2035 volumes to match the TSP horizon year. 


Baseline Transportation System Improvements 


The starting point for the future operations analysis relied on a list of street system improvement 


projects contained in the Oregon City TSP. These projects represent only those that are expected to be 


reasonably funded, and therefore can be included in the Baseline scenario. Many of the projects in the 


Beavercreek Road Concept Plan area will be constructed as private development occurs. Others will 


be constructed as part of public infrastructure improvements or concurrent with adjacent private 


developments. The improvements assumed include: 


■ Roundabout installation at the Beavercreek Road/Glen Oak Road intersection (TSP Project 


D39) 


■ Roundabout installation at the Beavercreek Road/Loder Road intersection (TSP Project D44) 


■ Meyers Road extension from OR 213 to High School Avenue (TSP Project D46) 


■ Meyers Road extension from Beavercreek Road to the Meadow Lane Extension (TSP Project 


D47) 


■ Clairmont Drive extension from Beavercreek Road to the Holly Lane South Extension (TSP 


Project D54) 
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■ Glen Oak Road extension from Beavercreek Road to the Meadow Lane Extension (TSP Project 


D55) 


■ Timbersky Way extension from Beavercreek Road to the Meadow Lane Extension (TSP Project 


D56) 


■ Holly Lane extension from Thayer Road to the Meadow Lane Extension (TSP Projects D58 and 


D59) 


■ Meadow Lane extension to the Urban Growth Boundary, north of Loder Road (TSP Projects 


D60 and D61) 


■ Loder Road extension from Beavercreek Road to Glen Oak Road (TSP Project D64) 


■ Beavercreek Road improvements from Clairmont Drive to the Urban Growth Boundary, south 


of Old Acres Lane (TSP Projects D81 and D82) 


■ Loder Road improvements from Beavercreek Road to the Urban Growth Boundary (TSP 


Project D85) 


■ Construct westbound right-turn merge lane at the Highway 213 / Beavercreek Road 


intersection (Highway 213 Corridor Alternative Mobility Targets Study) 


Estimating Driving Trips  


Determining future street network needs requires the ability to forecast traffic volumes resulting from 


estimates of future population and employment for the Beavercreek Road Concept Plan area, and the 


rest of the City and Metro region. The objective of the transportation planning process is to provide 


the information necessary for making decisions about how and where improvements should be made 


to create a safe and efficient transportation system that provides travel options.  


Metro Regional Travel Demand Model 


The travel demand forecasting process generally involves estimating travel patterns for new 


development based on the decisions and preferences demonstrated by existing residents, employers 


and institutions around the region. Travel demand models are mathematical tools that help us 


understand future commuter, school and recreational travel patterns including information about the 


length, mode and time of day a trip will be made. The latest travel models are suitable for motor 


vehicle and transit planning purposes, and can produce total volumes for autos, trucks and buses on 


each street and highway in the system.  


Land use data for the entire Metro region is split into geographical areas called transportation 


analysis zones (TAZs), which represent the sources of vehicle trip generation in the Metro Regional 


Travel Forecast model. The TAZs extend beyond the current UGB and include land use assumptions 
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for the entire region and rural communities surrounding Oregon City. The Beavercreek Road Concept 


Plan area includes one TAZ, which was updated with land use data from Table 1. Vehicle trips that 


would be generated by the proposed land use was estimated by applying the Metro Regional Travel 


Forecast model trip generation rates by land use type. Model forecasts are refined by comparing 


outputs with observed counts and behaviors on the local system. This refinement step is completed 


before any evaluation of system performance is made. Once the traffic forecasting process is complete, 


the future volumes are used to determine the areas of the street network that are expected to be 


congested and that may need future investments to accommodate growth.  


The modeling and volume forecasting performed for the previous 2013 TSP was based on the year 


2010 (existing) and year 2035 (horizon) Metro models. The current Metro travel demand models are 


for years 2015 and 2040. These models have updated land uses that assume less growth than the 


previous 2010-2035 land use growth. In addition, the new Metro models have "peak spreading" built 


into them, which means the peak period of two hours is modeled, rather than just the single peak 


hour. When comparing the 2010 and 2015 base years, the 2010 model year shows higher volumes than 


the 2015 model. This is due to a correction that happened after the 2008 recession. The recent 2019 


counts collected for this project more closely match the magnitude of the 2015 volumes. Due to this 


correction and the lower land use growth assumptions, the Metro 2040 model shows notably lower 


volumes along the Beavercreek Road corridor and the surrounding region. As a result, the new 


forecasted 2035 volumes are lower than the 2035 TSP volume set.  


2035 Motor Vehicle Operations 


Motor vehicle conditions were evaluated for each future scenario during the p.m. peak hour at the 


study intersections (see Table 2). The future conditions include the improvements summarized in the 


“Baseline Transportation System Improvements” section.  


During the evening peak hour, a few study intersections are expected to exceed standards under each 


scenario, including the Beavercreek Road / Loder Road and Beavercreek Road / Glen Oak Road 


intersections. These intersections are currently unsignalized and the side street approach is over 


capacity given the limited gaps to turn onto Beavercreek Road in the future. Transportation solutions 


for these intersections are identified later in this report. 


The Highway 213 / Beavercreek Road has an adopted alternative mobility target that changes the 


standard analysis parameters used or the time period to which the targets/standards apply from the 
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design hour1 to an average weekday, which better represents traffic volumes experienced throughout 


the majority of the year. The intersection is expected to meet the alternative mobility target with the 


Beavercreek Road Concept Plan.  


Holly Lane Extension 


The portion of the proposed Holly Lane extension project between Maple Lane Road and Thayer 


Road (TSP project D57) is blocked by existing development and therefore the proposed alignment 


must divert outside of the Urban Growth Boundary. To ensure the future roadway network can 


accommodate potential growth, the future volumes and study intersection operations under the 2035 


Beavercreek Road Concept Plan without this segment of the Holly Lane Extension scenario were 


reviewed. 


As shown in Table 2, the re-routed traffic associated with removing the segment of the proposed 


Holly Lane extension is expected to have little impact on intersection operations when compared to 


the scenario with the segment. The greatest impact would be expected at the two existing 


unsignalized intersections, Loder Road and Glen Oak Road, since more traffic would be utilizing 


these intersections to enter and exit the Beavercreek Road Concept Plan area without the segment of 


the Holly Lane extension. However, this issue is resolved once the recommended traffic signal is 


assumed at these intersections. Overall, with the recommended intersection improvements, 


classifications and cross-sections listed later in this document, no additional provisions are needed to 


accommodate potential growth in the Beavercreek Road Concept Plan area without the Holly Lane 


extension between Maple Lane Road to Thayer Road. However, this segment of the Holly Lane 


extension project is still recommended long-term to provide an alternative route to Highway 213 and 


option for local motor vehicle, pedestrian and bicycle circulation.  


 


 


                                                      


 


1 On state highways in Oregon City, the design hour volume generally occurs during the summer season when 


traffic volumes are higher than typical weekday peaks hours.  
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Intersection Control Analysis 


The traffic control at the Beavercreek Road / Loder Road and Beavercreek Road / Glen Oak Road 


intersections was assessed with a traffic signal and a roundabout. A signal warrant analysis was 


performed for these study intersections to determine if side-street volumes are high enough to justify 


(i.e. warrant) the construction of a traffic signal. For this analysis, ODOT’s preliminary traffic signal 


warrants form2 was utilized. This warrant is based on the MUTCD Signal Warrant 1, Case A and Case 


B, which deals primarily with high volumes on the intersecting minor roadway and high volumes on 


the major roadway. The result of the analysis found that a traffic signal would be warranted at both 


intersections by 2035.  


These intersections are expected to meet mobility targets through 2035 with either a traffic signal or 


roundabout. Although both options would work, signals are recommended at these intersections. 


Existing intersections along the corridor surrounding Loder Road and Glen Oak Road are signalized, 


                                                      


 


2 Analysis Procedures Manual, ODOT TPAU 


 Table 2: Future Intersections Operations (2035 PM Peak Hour) 


 


Intersection (traffic control) 
Mobility 


Target 


TSP Baseline 


(without 


Beavercreek 


Road Concept 


Plan) 


Beavercreek 


Road Concept 


Plan (with 


Holly Lane 


Extension) 


Beavercreek 


Road Concept 


Plan (without 


Holly Lane 


Extension) 


 


  


 Highway 213 / Beavercreek Road 


(signalized intersection) 


1.00 v/c 


AWD 
- 0.99 (AWD) 0.99 (AWD)  


 Beavercreek Road / Maple Lane 


Road (signalized intersection) 
0.99 v/c 0.80 0.94 0.95  


 Beavercreek Road / Clairmont 


Drive (signalized intersection) 
0.99 v/c 0.99 0.75 0.75  


 Beavercreek Road / Loder Road 


(unsignalized intersection) 
0.99 v/c 1.12 >2.00 >2.00  


 Beavercreek Road / Meyers Road 


(signalized intersection) 
0.99 v/c 1.05 0.80 0.82  


 Beavercreek Road / Glen Oak Road 


(unsignalized intersection) 
0.99 v/c 0.82 1.50 1.70  


 Bolded red values indicate intersection exceeding the mobility target  
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including Clairmont Drive and Meyers Road. Installation of traffic signals at these two intersections 


would create for consistency along the corridor. The traffic signals could also be interconnected and 


timed to allow for traffic to flow smoothly along the corridor with minimal delay. Installation of a 


roundabout at one or both intersections would break up the flow of traffic and cause random arrivals 


of vehicles and more delay at the existing signalized intersections along the corridor.  


If the cross-section of Beavercreek Road was expanded to incorporate a 5-lane section the design of 


future intersections is easier with signals over roundabouts. Existing and future signalized 


intersections along a corridor could be designed to accommodate a 5-lane section without requiring 


the full roadway width to be constructed. A roadway can be built with a 3-lane section and widened 


later to a 5-lane section with only minor changes needed at the intersections. Conversely, a 


roundabout must be designed and constructed to the expected future width of the roadway to avoid 


having to rebuild the intersection. For example, if you build the roundabout to only accommodate 3-


lanes and ultimately need 5-lanes in the future, the roundabout would have to be rebuilt. This is 


further complicated by portions of the west side of Beavercreek Road near Glen Oak Road that are 


built out or not likely to be redeveloped any time soon.  


A traffic signal also allows for flexibility in improving the intersection over time as adjacent parcels 


are developed. Each individual approach can be improved incrementally over time without any 


modifications to the other approaches to the intersection. The flexibility is lost when constructing a 


roundabout as the entire intersection must be built at once.  


With the through volume of traffic forecasted to be over 1,500 vehicles during the peak hour, and 


with travel speeds up to 40 miles per hour along this segment of Beavercreek Road, a traffic signal 


would provide a controlled pedestrian crossing opportunity for pedestrians and cyclists. A center 


median could provide refuge between the vehicle traffic lanes for those crossing with either a 3-lane 


or 5-lane section.  


Pedestrians and cyclists must use an unsignalized crossing in a roundabout, however, they are 


designed for vehicles to travel at a slower rate of speed when compared to a signalized intersection. 


In a roundabout, crosswalks are set further back from vehicle traffic, allowing drivers more time to 


react to people in the roadway before merging into or out of the roundabout. Triangular islands 


between lanes of vehicle traffic give people moving through the roundabout a safe place to wait if 


they choose to cross only one direction of traffic at a time. People on bikes can choose to ride through 


the roundabout with traffic or walk their bicycles through the pedestrian crosswalks. 
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Roadway Network Evaluation 


Streets in the plan area were sized based on future capacity needs with full buildout of the 


Beavercreek Road Concept Plan. Forecasted volumes along Beavercreek Road can be accommodated 


with a 3-lane or 5-lane section within the adopted 90-foot road right-of-way.  


A 5-lane section provides more capacity but could draw more traffic to Beavercreek Road from 


Highway 213 and reduce the benefit of the added capacity. This is referred to by the term induced 


demand. Whereby additional lane capacity is filled by drivers who previously chose to travel on 


different routes or at different times but changed their behavior upon the creation of new capacity on 


a specific road segment. 


A 5-lane section would be supportive of more population growth beyond the planning horizon when 


compared to a 3-lane section. However, the timing of growth is uncertain. Alternatively, a 3-lane 


section is built to meet the needs of the adjacent development, provides less capacity for through 


traffic and helps keeps more traffic with destinations outside of Oregon City on Highway 213.  


A 3-lane section would encourage slower travel speeds, would be more inviting to pedestrians and 


cyclists and would reduce the crossing distance of Beavercreek Road, especially for students traveling 


between the neighborhoods on the east side and the school on the west side. A 3-lane section could 


also allow for a larger buffer between the roadway and sidewalk and allow for wider travel lanes to 


better facilitate the large trucks expected at the northern end of the Concept Plan area.  


Given the City’s standards, the projection of traffic volumes on area streets, and overall circulation 


needs, the recommended TSP classifications and cross-sections are to be maintained, as follows: 


◼ Maintain classification of Beavercreek Road as a major arterial, provide three-lane cross-section 


with 90-feet of right-of-way 


◼ Maintain classification of the Meyers Road extension as a minor arterial, provide three-lane 


cross-section 


◼ Maintain classification of the Clairmont Drive extension as a collector, provide a three-lane 


cross-section 


◼ Maintain classification of the Glen Oak Road extension as a collector, provide two-lane cross-


section 


◼ Maintain classification of the Timbersky Way extension as a collector, provide two-lane cross-


section 


◼ Maintain classification of the Holly Lane extension as a collector, provide three-lane cross-


section 
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◼ Maintain classification of the Meadow Lane extension as a collector, provide two-lane cross-


section 


◼ Maintain classification of Loder Road as a collector, provide three-lane cross-section 


◼ Classify all remaining streets in the Beavercreek Road Concept Plan area as local streets 


Recommended Improvements 


The recommended improvements for the intersections that are expected to exceed mobility targets in 


the 2035 Beavercreek Road Concept Plan scenarios can be seen in Table 3. Overall, the current TSP 


includes adequate transportation system projects for the Beavercreek Road Concept Plan area to 


comply with the Transportation Planning Rule (TPR). All transportation impacts as a result of the 


additional housing units and employees in the Beavercreek Road Concept Plan area are addressed by 


current TSP projects. This includes the widening of Beavercreek Road through the project area to a 3-


lane cross-section and intersection control improvements to the Loder Road and Glen Oak Road 


intersections with Beavercreek Road. 


If a 5-lane section is desired along a portion of Beavercreek Road adjacent to the Concept Plan 


boundary, a logical transition point back to a 3-lane section could be the Loder Road intersection. This 


location will serve as a primary access point to the industrial employment and the associated heavy 


vehicle traffic at the northern end of the Beavercreek Road Concept Plan area. South of this 


intersection, the land use transitions to a mixed use neighborhood. In any case, the City should design 


intersections and obtain right-of-way to accommodate the ultimate cross-section in the future. 


 


 Table 3: Operations with Beavercreek Road Concept Plan and Recommended 


Improvements (2035 PM Peak Hour) 


 


Intersection (traffic control) 
Mobility 


Target 


Beavercreek 


Road Concept 


Plan (with 


Holly Lane 


Extension) 


Beavercreek 


Road Concept 


Plan (without 


Holly Lane 


Extension) 


Recommended 


Improvements 


 


  


 Beavercreek Road / Loder Road 


(unsignalized intersection) 
0.99 v/c 0.89 0.89 


Install a traffic 


signal 
 


 Beavercreek Road / Glen Oak Road 


(unsignalized intersection) 
0.99 v/c 0.71 0.72 


Install a traffic 


signal 
 


 Bolded red values indicate intersection exceeds the mobility target  
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To:  Mayor Holladay and City Commission 


From:  Christina Robertson-Gardiner, Senior Planner 
Dayna Webb, City Engineer 
John Replinger, PE, Replinger & Associates LLC 


 


RE: Beavercreek Road Design  


Date: November 5, 2019 


 


 


The Beavercreek Road Concept Plan (BRCP) is a guide to the creation of a new neighborhood in 
southeast Oregon City. The  adopted plan provides a framework for urbanization of 453 acres within the 
urban growth boundary including a diverse mix of uses (an employment campus north of Loder Road, 
mixed-use districts along Beavercreek Road, and two mixed-use neighborhoods), all woven together by 
open space, trails, a network of green streets, and sustainable development practices. The plan has 
been crafted to create a multi-use community linking Clackamas Community College, Oregon City High 
School, and adjacent neighborhoods together. 


The city is currently updating the Comprehensive Plan and Oregon City Municipal Code (OCMC) to allow 
planned housing and mixed-use development in the Beavercreek Road Concept Plan area. Development 
of each newly zoned parcel will be based on market conditions, which could take many years to build 
out fully. Transportation impacts will be addressed at the time of each development application, which 
requires compliance with the Concept Plan and city development standards. More information can 
found at www.orcity.org/Beavercreekroadconceptplan. 


However, staff and City Commissioners were 
hearing from the public that 11 years after 
Concept Plan adoption, a fresh look may be 
needed to see if the adopted 3-lane design of 
Beavercreek Road (roughly Old Acres Road to 
Clairmont Road) reflected the community 
vision compared to a 5-lane section and review 
the type of intersection control (roundabouts 
or traffic lights) along the corridor. 


At the August 13, 2019 City Commission work 


session, the City Commission requested that 


staff return at a future work session with more 


detail about the cost and design impacts of 


roadways width and intersection control for 
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the area of Beavercreek Road that abuts the Beavercreek Road Concept Plan boundary as well as more 


feedback from the public.  


The following memo and attachments will provide additional background on the different approaches to 


the road design of Beavercreek and provide options for next steps on this issue.   


City Commission Direction  


Staff is looking for direction from the City Commission on a variety of items. Depending on the design 
approach, an additional work session focused on funding strategies may be needed.   
 


• How many lanes should Beavercreek Road be within the Concept Plan corridor?  


o 3 lanes  


o 5 lanes  


o A transition from 5 lane to 3 lanes at either Meyers or Loder Roads. 


 


• What type of intersections should Beavercreek Road have within the Concept Plan corridor? 


o Traffic signals 


o Roundabouts  


o Both (Should the City further investigate roundabout designs at specific intersections?) 


 


• Should the City renegotiate with ODOT to revise the Alternate Mobility Standard by removing 


Holly Lane connection projects from the Transportation System Plan (TSP)?  


o No 


o Yes 


 


• Should Beavercreek Road along the Concept Plan corridor be constructed by developers 


incrementally as development is built or pursued as a capital improvement project all at once? 


o The roadway should be constructed incrementally as development occurs. 


o The City should create a funding mechanism for building the roadway as a single project. 


Once the preferred cross-section and intersection control are identified, the Transportation System Plan 
(TSP), Transportation Capital Improvement Project list (CIP), and the Beavercreek Road Concept Plan will 
be amended to include the preferred projects. Considerations for the City Commission to inform the 
above is provided below. 


Tradeoffs – Number of Lanes  
Creating additional lanes help vehicles move quicker through areas during peak traffic periods. However, 
during off-peak periods there may be little effect on travel times. Additional lanes also generally allow 
turning movements to and from the minor streets to be made with less delay. Additional lanes, 
particularly near signalized intersection, will reduce the length of the vehicle queues allowing cars to 
stop closer to the intersection rather than stretching the congestion out in a longer line. This additional 
capacity that results from added lanes can erode over time; however, as other drivers chose the newly 
expanded street over their previous commute route, also known as induced demand. Increasing the 
number of lanes generally results in increased travel speeds by motorists. The resulting increase in travel 
speed does not result in increased capacity as drivers feel the need to create additional buffer space in 
front and beside them. Increased travel speeds do result in more severe crashes that are particularly 



http://www.orcity.org/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Induced_demand
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devastating for pedestrians and bicyclists. More lanes and higher speeds also require longer intervals for 
pedestrian crossing signals and longer yellow times. These decrease the overall efficiency of signalized 
intersections. 
 
Overall, increasing the number of lanes vary from no change in travel time during off-peak periods to 
real reductions in travel time at peak periods if regional growth is greater than predicted and if vehicle 
demand approaches or exceeds the capacity of the number of lanes provided on a road. It is difficult to 
provide definitive prediction of the travel time on a particular section of road as a three-lane or five-lane 
section because of the various factors that influence a prediction including use of alternative routes and 
the timing of completion of projects further along the corridor that reduce congestion such as the 
dedicated right turn lane to Highway 213 northbound. 
 
Addressing Future Growth 
Traffic models account for growth in other jurisdictions and their effects on Oregon City.  Clackamas 
County, Oregon City, and the Oregon Department of Transportation all look at how growth is affecting 
their transportation network and create a list of funded projects that can address safety concerns or add 
system capacity. As you can imagine, this is not an easy task. Every year there are more project needs 
than budgeted funds. It is up to Oregon City to assure that all of the necessary projects are identified, 
even if we do not own the roadway. 
 
Future Major Transportation Projects 
Oregon City has identified a few automobile projects that will add connectivity and additional capacity 
to the road network in this area.  
 


1. The Meyers Road Extension Project from 213 to the Oregon City High School 
2. Extension of High School Avenue to Loder Road 
3. Creation of a north/south road parallel to Beavercreek within the Concept Plan boundary 
4. Improvements to Highway 213 and Beavercreek Road (conversion of the existing yield to free-


flow right Turn lane onto northbound 213 from Beavercreek Road Northbound acceleration lane 
to merge into with traffic).  


 
Adding more road connections, like Meyers Road, provides drivers alternate routes and decreases the 
dependency on using any one road. For example, currently most of the vehicles going to the high school 
from the west side of Hwy 213 are traveling on Hwy 213 to Beavercreek Road or Glen Oak Road, then to 
the High School. The Meyers Road extension will create a new east-west connection, removing a portion 
of the trips from both Hwy 213 and Beavercreek Road. In addition to the vehicular connections above, 
additional bicycle and pedestrian improvements are also identified. 
 
Access Management/Intersection Control (Roundabouts vs. Signals) 
When the Concept Plan area is developed, access to Beavercreek Road will only occur through the 
existing intersections (Clairmont Drive, Loder Road, Meyers Road, and Glen Oak Road). No new 
driveways will be allowed on Beavercreek Road. The 2008 Concept Plan identified roundabouts as a 
good approach to intersections, but the Transportation System Plan (TSP) also identifies some traffic 
signals along the roadway.  
 
Roundabouts  
Roundabouts are circular intersections designed to eliminate left turns by requiring traffic to exit to the 
right of the circle. Drivers travel counterclockwise around a center island. There are no traffic signals or 
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stop signs in a modern roundabout. Drivers yield at entry to traffic in the roundabout, then enter the 
intersection and exit at their desired street.  


 


                   3- LANE ROUNDABOUT                                               5-LANE ROUNDABOUT 


Think of roundabouts as a series of “T” intersections, where entering vehicles yield to one-way traffic 
coming from the left. A driver approaching a roundabout must slow down or stop for vehicles stopped 
ahead, yield to pedestrians in the crosswalk, and yield to traffic already in the roundabout. Roundabouts 
are designed to accommodate fire trucks and large vehicles. Large trucks may have to drive on the 
concrete apron around the central island in order to get through the roundabout. 


What are the advantages and disadvantages of roundabouts?  


• Greater safety is achieved primarily by slower speeds and elimination of left turns which can 
greatly decrease the number & severity of accidents. 


• Operation is improved by smooth flowing traffic (with less stop and go than a signalized 
intersection). 


• Aesthetics are enhanced by landscaping. 
• Roundabouts can distinguish the Concept Plan area as different than others in the City.   
• Additional landscaping requires a long-term maintenance commitment but normally costs less in 


the long run than signal maintenance. 
• Drivers must pay attention; pedestrians don’t have a signal to help them cross and bicyclists 


must merge with motor vehicles to enter the roundabout or utilize a larger shared-use ped/bike 
sidewalk. This can be intimidating for people trying to cross the road. 


• In general, multi-lane roundabouts are not recommended in areas with high levels of pedestrian 
and bicycle activity due to safety concerns of multiple threat crashes for pedestrians, especially 
those with visual impairments, and bicyclists. 
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• The process to acquire additional needed property can require more time and money compared 
to a signal installation in an existing urban intersection.  Though once built, the long-term 
maintenance cost for roundabout can be less than traditional signal maintenance, assuming 
slow growing and low maintenance landscaping amenities are provided. 


• Legs of a signalized intersection can be built in phases, whereas roundabouts need to be 
substantially built in the first phase of construction. 


• Repaving or utility construction through an estabished roundabout is complicated and often 
more impactful to the traveling public than it would be through a signalized intersection due to 
the site limitations that result from curved lanes and medians. 


Signalized Intersections (Traffic Signals) 


Traffic signals are designed to allow for the safe and efficient passage of road users when demand exists. 


 


What are the advantages and disadvantages of signalized intersections? 


• Legs of a signalized intersection can be built in phases, whereas roundabouts need to be 
substantially built in the first phase of construction. 


• Pedestrians have priority when crossing signalized intersections. However, accidents can prove 
more fatal from cars running intersections at full speed compared to cars that slow down to 
yield at a roundabout. 


• Construction costs can be less for standard intersections, but long-term signal timing and 
maintenance will increase the overall cost. 


• Multi-lane intersections create a longer crossing distance but can be configured to allow 
additional pedestrian crossing time, whereas multi-lane roundabouts can create confusion 
between pedestrians, bikes, and vehicles on who has the right of way. 


• Signalized intersections do not create a unique sense of place. 
• Cars often speed up and slow down between intersections, especially on a wider road. 


Roundabout Conceptual Study  
Attached are conceptual overlays of 3 and 5 lane roundabouts along existing intersections that abut the 
Concept Plan boundary. This was an inhouse exercise that took standard roundabout designs and 
overlaid them to the existing city maps, centered at the existing intersections, to allow the City 
Commission to see how different approaches to intersection design could affect neighboring properties.  
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Though this is just a high-level exercise to see the comparative difference in scale between the size of a 
3 and 5 lane roundabout, one can see that a 5 lane roundabout requires much more land than a 3 lane 
roundabout and that the land around many of the intersections on Beavercreek Road is constrained 
with existing homes.  In the event Commission directs staff to move forward with roundabouts more 
work would be required to identify the exact location, shape, and configuration of the roundabout at 
each intersection to minimize conflicts with adjacent properties.   
 
Survey  
A survey was released on October 24, 2019 to get an understanding of public opinion about Beavercreek 
Road design along the Concept Plan Corridor. The questions were set to be more of a value-based 
approach to understanding priorities and perception of using roundabouts and signals at intersections. 
While this was shared widely including through the project eblast list, Neighborhood Associations, 
Oregon City School District, Chamber of Commerce, Hamlet of Beavercreek, social media platforms, etc., 
it should not be viewed as a statistically significant sample. Rather, the results of this survey allow the 
City Commission to get a pulse of community members who may not have time to attend a Commission 
hearing or send in public comment but are interested in the topic. The survey closes on November 11, 
2019 and a final analysis will be shared with the City Commission at the November 12th work session. 
 
Jurisdictional Transfer 
The portion of Beavercreek Road within the Concept Plan boundary is owned by Clackamas County, 
though much of it is within the city limits of Oregon City.  Through the Clackamas County Coordinating 
Committee (C4) and discussions about the Clackamas County Vehicle Registration Fee (VRF), the County 
has agreed to set aside a “Strategic Investment Fund” which would allocate 10% of the revenues 
collected from the VRF for projects like jurisdictional transfers and other joint agency interest roadway 
capital projects.  The details of this are currently under consideration by the County and C4.  In those 
discussions Beavercreek Road is tentatively identified as Oregon City’s priority Road/project.   
 
City staff began conversations with Clackamas County about a jurisdictional transfer of the roadway so 
that it may be design and maintained to City standards. In order to move forward with this, staff would 
need to let the County formally know we are interested in taking jurisdiction of Beavercreek Road. If 
that is desired, the two agencies will create an Intergovernmental Agreement or Memo of 
Understanding, related to the future transfer of the roadway. This document will lay out the interim 
terms of the ownership and maintenance between now and the formal transfer of jurisdiction in the 
future. This would include who maintains the pavement, ditches, street lighting, traffic signals, and who 
will have permitting authority for franchise permits and development along the corridor.  
 
Holly Lane 
During the Transportation System Plan (TSP) update in 2012, it was determined that the intersection of 
Hwy 213  & Beavercreek Road would be too congested in the future and would not meet Oregon 
Highway Plan mobility standards through the TSP planning horizon year of 2035. The TSP recommended 
the City move forward with a project to address the need for a refinement plan at the intersections.  
 
Over the next 3 years, the City worked with ODOT and a Technical Advisory Group and a Community 
Advisory Group identified a variety of reasonable improvements to increase the capacity and/or safety 
of the intersection along with alternative mobility targets for measuring congestion which was adopted 
by the City and the Oregon Transportation Commission. Holly Lane and its long-term connection to the 
Concept Plan area through Maple Lane and Thayer Road was identified as an alternate route to the 
intersection of Beavercreek and Highway 213.  Seth Brumley, Region 1 Planner with the Oregon 
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Department of Transportation (ODOT) submitted a letter identifying that removing Holly Lane extension 
projects from the TSP would require the City to revise the alternate mobility target and provide an 
alternate project that meets or exceeds the benefit of the Holly Lane extension. Staff is currently unable 
to identify an alternate project which is affordable and has not allocated funding or staff time towards 
the creation of such an alternative. The city is currently working with Clackamas County on the 
implementation of the Holly Lane connection and believes that the project is an important alternate 
route to the system to ease congestion in this area. 
 
Conceptual Cost Estimates  
Staff has completed the following order of magnitude cost estimate of the options being discussed. The 
following cost estimates of the initial construction of various road width and intersection controls were 
created utilizing the methodology from the Transportation System Plan (TSP) and are based on 
conceptual designs only with the assumptions noted below.  The costing exercise looks at the adopted 
3-lane street section and a more standard urban 3 and 5-lane configuration. Please note that the 
assumptions were used for a costing exercise and the final cross-section may be different than identified 
below. 


 


Beavercreek Road 
Options 


Adopted 3-Lane 
90 feet wide 


 ROW 


Optimal 3-Lane 
Roadway 


76 feet wide 
 ROW 


Optimal 5-Lane 
Roadway 


100 feet wide  
ROW 


Signals $26M $22M $34M 


Roundabouts $32M $29M $48M 


 
The following assumptions were used in creating the conceptual cost estimates: 


Adopted 3-lane (90 feet ROW) 


• 6’ sidewalks, 10’ planter, 6’ bike lane + 2’ bike buffer each side, 12’ travel lanes (2) and 
an 18’ center turn lane/median 


• Approximately 15 tax lots would be impacted by property acquisition along the corridor. 
Acquisition cost assumptions vary along the corridor. 


Optimal 3-lane Roadway (76 feet ROW) 


• 6’ sidewalks, 6’ planter, 6’ bike lane + 2’ bike buffer each side, 12’ travel lanes (2) and a 
12’ center turn lane/median 


• Approximately 15 tax lots would be impacted by property acquisition along the corridor. 
Acquisition cost assumptions vary along the corridor. 


Optimal 5-lane Roadway (100 feet ROW) 


• 6’ sidewalks, 6’ planter, 6’ bike lane + 2’ bike buffer each side, 12’ travel lanes (4) and a 
12’ center turn lane/median 


• Over 40 tax lots would be impacted by property acquisitions along the corridor, many of 
these are along the west side of the corridor 


• Acquisition cost assumptions vary along the corridor, some parcels include full 
acquisition. 
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Options to mitigate the total project cost: 


• The order of magnitude cost estimates are based on traditional lane widths, we could identify 
slightly narrower lane widths, which would provide a small cost savings in both right of way 
acquisitions and construction costs.   


• The footprint of roundabouts is much larger than a signalized intersection, due to this larger 
right of way requirement, a roundabout is more expensive than a signalized intersection to 
construct.   


• If a 5-lane cross-section is selected, it will be expensive and difficult to construct the second 
southbound lane due to the existing development along the west side of the roadway. One 
option that would decrease the overall cost of the 5-lane project is shifting the centerline of the 
roadway. This decreases the cost as the land on the east side is undeveloped, and the price per 
square foot of undeveloped land is less than developed land.  The downside to this option is that 
the downsides to this option are:  
1. It utilizes more of the land allocated to job creation. 
2. It impacts a planned and land use approved live-work development at Beavercreek Road 


and Meyers Road  
3. It still impacts a few existing homes but would reduce the number of home acquisitions 
4. This option also requires the project be built all as one, not incrementally by development 


• Creating additional refined details for the preferred design on this corridor will require 
additional funding and a timeline for completion. This work would be completed in cooperation 
with a contracted consulting firm, and the level of design work would be matched with the 
needed level of certainty of the design. Without further refinement of the question being asked 
and the level of detailed needed to answer the question, the cost for preliminary design work 
could be anywhere from $50,000 to $300,000 for this corridor. 
 


Funding Large Scale Improvements  
Many agencies struggle with how to transition from a two-lane roadway to fully built roadway. If a 
roadway is built as development occurs, it can and will be piece-meal. Often not occurring linearly along 
a corridor, which creates difficulties in implementing a center turn lane. If the city wants to build this 
before development occurs, we will need to identify how we fund a project of this magnitude. 
 
Current Approach 


• The adopted TSP project cost for Beaverceek Road was solely based on repaving and for a 
standard two-lane section with some sidewalk additions. The cost for the Beavercreek Corridor 
is identified as $8.6 million, assuming 2 lane roundabouts at Glen Oak Road and Loder Road, 
leaving existing signals at Clairmont Drive and Meyers Road. 


• Currently, our transportation SDC methodology identifies projects in the Beavercreek Road 
corridor that total $8.6 million, of which $3.8 million is attributed to growth and therefore 
would be funded by SDC’s. The remaining $4.8 million, would come from other sources. 


• This $8.6 Million is insufficient to fund all the improvements called for in a 3 lane configuration 
and well under the need for a 5 lane configuration.  However, identified capital improvement 
projects within the Beavercreek Concept area total a growth share of nearly $50 Million.  Similar 
to the bond supported LID option, a capital funding bond could be authorized and reimbursed 
through future SDC revenues after the project is funded and built.  The City would need to take 
a more detailed look into the entire Beavercreek Concept area project list and determine how 
onsite funding for transportation projects might be allocated less to the internal streets and 
more toward Beavercreek Road 
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Other Funding Options 


• Another option to fund the improvements is the implementation of a Local Improvement 
District. A Local Improvement District (LID) is a method by which a group of property owners can 
share in the cost of infrastructure improvements. The LID is a method of providing public 
financing for the construction of public works improvement projects that benefit private 
properties.  The property owners within the LID benefit area are responsible for repaying the 
costs of the project.  If the project also benefits the general public, in addition to private 
property within the LID, the City can assist with those costs.  


• LID’s are a good way to share the cost amongst several benefitting property owners and in this 
case, the LID generated funds would be one element of the financial leverage plan contributing 
to the overall project costs which would include developer funding, SDC’s, and possibly other 
smaller funding options.  LID’s are typically funded using existing City funds which are 
reimbursed over time which in this case would complicate the City’s cash flow unless supported 
via a capital improvement bond. 


• Urban Renewal is a mechanism that can assist in funding the development of a growing area. 
The creation of an Urban Renewal District is complex and requires voter approval. 


• Projects that abut mixed-use or low-density residential along the urban fringe do not score well 
for state and federal grants. The highest scoring projects provide safety improvements, 
congestion relief along existing urban corridors, are in areas of historically underrepresented 
communities that are regionally important and leverage other funding sources. Currently, this 
corridor is not likely to score well with these criteria.   


• Another option to fund the transportation improvements in the Beavercreek Concept Plan area 
is the creation of an area-specific Transportation System Development Fee (SDC). Typically, 
these additional SDCs are collected in an overlay area, that is intended to only be used in that 
area. Depending on the size of the area and the cost of the additional projects, the resulting 
Transportation SDC increase could have a negative effect on attracting new businesses and 
keeping housing affordable. The Bethany and Witch Hazel Village South (Hillsboro) Concept Plan 
areas utilize this approach. 


• Beavercreek Road is a multi-jurisdictional roadway that is currently under the authority of 
Clackamas County, and a significant volume of traffic using Beavercreek Road is generated from 
outside the City.  A meaningful Clackamas County contribution to the full development of 
Beavercreek Road is a policy issue that should be raised with the Board of County 
Commissioners (BCC).  It is common for the BCC to support multi-jurisdictional roadway 
improvements in other cities within the County 


Staff Recommendation  


• How many lanes should Beavercreek Road be within the Concept Plan corridor?  


o A transitional section extending the existing 5 lane section near Maple Lane and 


transitioning to a 3 lane section at Loder Road. 


 


• What type of intersections should Beavercreek Road have within the Concept Plan corridor? 


o Traffic signals 


 


• Should the City renegotiate with ODOT to revise the Alternate Mobility Standard by removing 


Holly Lane connections from Transportation System Plan (TSP)?  
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o No 


 


• Should Beavercreek Road along the Concept Plan corridor be constructed by developers 


incrementally as development is built or pursued as a capital improvement project all at once? 


o The roadway should be constructed incrementally as development occurs. 


 


Additional Design Considerations 


• To be able to utilize a fully built out 5-lane Beavercreek Road, staff recommends that the center 
lane of the road is shifted to the east. This approach also is very hard to build incrementally and 
should be pursued as a capital improvement project. 


• A 3-lane Beavercreek Road can be built as a capital improvement project or incrementally. 


• Roundabouts (3 or 5-lane) should be pursued as a capital improvement project. 


• If the City Commission wishes a transition from 5 to 3-lanes through incremental development, 
staff suggest transitioning from 5 lanes to 3 lanes at Loder Road. Existing patterns at Meyers 
Road and Glen Oak Roads would result in only the northbound section of Beavercreek Road to 
be built out over time, in effect having 2 lanes northbound and 1 lane southbound at Concept 
Plan buildout.  


• The adopted 90 feet wide 3-lane cross-section shows a large inverted crown stormwater section 
in the middle of the road. Abutting grades and the location of existing utilities make this design 
very difficult to implement. Staff recommends moving the stormwater area to the outside 
planter section of the road for both the 3 and 5- lane configurations.  


• Keeping the adopted 90-foot width for the 3-lane section would allow for an increased width of 
the pedestrian/bikeway, which could include a separated bike lane on the eastside. A standard 
12 feet planter medium can remain in the center turn lane. 


Transportation System Plan (TSP) Consistency and Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) Compliance 
Overall, the current TSP includes projects in and around the Beavercreek Road Concept Plan area, 
including the 3-lane segment along Beavercreek Road comply with the Statewide Transportation 
Planning Rule (TPR) and best practice congestion standards and planned intersection management 
solutions at key locations.  These are required to be met when rezoning property within the city. If the 
City Commission would like to add additional lanes on Beavercreek Road or replace traffic signals 
identified in the TSP with roundabouts identified in the Concept Plan, those would also meet the TPR 
requirements. The Legislative file (LEG 19-00003) implementing the Zoning in the Concept Plan area can 
move forward concurrently with the Beavercreek Road design refinement process without delaying the 
adoption process. A final condition of approval could even be added that limits development until a final 
Beavercreek Road design is adopted. 
 


Next Steps 
Staff is looking for broad direction with the questions found at the front of the memo.  All of the 
proposed configurations have cost implications that will need further City Commission direction and 
may require some additional engineering studies. Depending on the design approach – an additional 
work session focused on funding strategies is recommended.   
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Planning Commission Hearing

November 25, 2019

Planning Files: LEG 19-00003 -
Beavercreek Road Concept Plan-
Code and Zoning Amendments-

(Beavercreek Road Design,
Transportation Analysis, Speed

From: Ray Atkinson
To: Christina Robertson-Gardiner
Subject: Re: Beavercreek Road Concept Plan- Code and Zoning Amendments- (Beavercreek Road Design, Transportation

Analysis, Speed Zones within the Concept Plan)
Date: Tuesday, November 19, 2019 2:38:08 PM

Hi Christina,

I see in the transportation analysis for Beavercreek Road that it does not include correct transit
data. TriMet and CCC operate transit at the Beavercreek Road and Highway 213 intersection.
Is there time to correct the data issues?

Thanks,

Ray Atkinson

From: Christina Robertson-Gardiner <crobertson@orcity.org>
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2019, 10:56 AM
To: Ray Atkinson
Subject: Beavercreek Road Concept Plan- Code and Zoning Amendments- (Beavercreek
Road Design, Transportation Analysis, Speed Zones within the Concept Plan)

mailto:ray.atkinson@clackamas.edu
mailto:crobertson@orcity.org


Zones within the Concept Plan)

The November 25, 2019 Planning Commission Agenda is now available for review at https://oregon-
city.legistar.com/Calendar.aspx . Meetings may be attended in person, viewed Live on Comcast Channel
28 or on the City’s website via streaming video. 

The Planning Commission is reviewing the zoning and code amendments for the Beavercreek Road
Concept Plan (BRCP) over multiple meetings during the late summer and fall of 2019.  Each meeting will be
broken into 1-3 topics to allow the Planning Commission, staff and the public time to focus their energy.
Planning Commission comments and direction as well as public comments will be tracked throughout the
hearings and topics may be added to future meetings if new items are identified or issues have not been
resolved. Please refer to the updated calendar attached to each Planning Commission packet for meeting
topics. Please note that public comment at any meeting is not limited to the identified topic and may
be on any issue related to LEG 19-0003.
 
The following topics were identified either by public comment or the Planning Commission for the
November 25, 2019 Hearing. Staff will provide background on the following issues and will provide a
recommendation if warranted.
 

1. Beavercreek Road Design
2. Beavercreek Road Concept Plan- Transportation Analysis
3. Speed Zones within the Concept Plan

There will be additional opportunities to comment.  A list of all past meetings and future meetings can be
found below and are subject to change.

August 12, 2019 Background on Project, Open Record
August 26, 2019: Introduce Tracking Matrices, An Overview Of 8.13.19 City Commission Work Session,
Identify Future Topics /Calendar
September 9, 2019: Beavercreek Zones & Maps, Home Occupation
September 23, 2019: Master Planning Requirement, Upland Habitat, Geologic Hazards
October 14, 2019: Parks, Renaming Concept Plan, Home Occupation/Cottage Industry
November 18, 2019 PC Meeting- Parks Home Occupation/Cottage Industry
November 25, 2019: Transportation Roadway Width, Roundabout, Holly Lane, Local Street Speed
December 16, 2019 or January 13, 2019: Parks, Home Occupation/Cottage Industry, Tentative Planning
Commission Recommendation
January 27, 2020: Formal Planning Commission Recommendation to City Commission
February/March 2019: 1st City Commission Review of Planning Commission Recommendations

Other Meetings
November 12, 2019 - City Commission Beavercreek Road Design Work Session-
August 29, 2019 Parks and Recreation Advisory Committee (PRAC)- Initial Presentation October 9, 2019
Natural Resource Committee Upland Habitat
November 13, 2019 Natural Resource Committee Upland Habitat
TBD- Parks and Recreation Advisory Committee (PRAC) Recommendation To The Planning Commission

https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/tSOXC680K1cym7rt6hYMH?domain=orcity.us7.list-manage.com
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/tSOXC680K1cym7rt6hYMH?domain=orcity.us7.list-manage.com


October 2019 - Additional Public Outreach on Transportation Questions
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Beavercreek Road Concept

Plan 

LEG 19-0003

1st Planning Commission

Meeting

August 12, 2019 

 

The August 12, 2019 Planning Commision Agenda is now availlable for review at https://oregon-
city.legistar.com/Calendar.aspx and can be downloaded here. 

Any interested party may testify at the hearings or submit written comments at or prior to the public
hearings while the record is open. Public coments can be mailed to City of Oregon City| PO Box 3040|
Oregon City, OR 97045 or vial email to Christina Robertson-Gardiner, AICP, Senior Planner at

From: Diane Maxon
To: Christina Robertson-Gardiner
Subject: Re: ADV: Beavercreek Road Concept Plan- August 12, 2019 Planning Commission Agenda
Date: Saturday, August 10, 2019 12:11:56 PM

I went to a planning meeting a few months ago & since that time, I've had many thoughts about it, most of them not good. What good is there coming to
any planning meetings when the plan is already done.  I wasn't in Beavercreek in 2002 when this started so I couldn't protest then.  Planning people
seem to think that all growth is for the good, but it isn't.  When this started, did anyone think of all the people who live south of the "plan" & will have
to go through the additional traffic?  The 1600 new residences will bring approximately 3000 new vehicles, let alone those coming to work at all the
businesses that have been planned.  Have you driven on our roads lately?  They are already crowded & yet more & more large housing units are being
put all over the place!  Most of us came here slowly, one at a time, & we came to live in a country setting, so we will be losing what we came for.  Was
that given any thought?  What about all the wildlife that will be displaced by 584 acres of people?  Why would anyone want this to become a big city?  I
am just horrified by all the changes that planning type people think the rest of us want.  We really don't.  So, roads are already crowded, schools are
already crowded and you can hardly get into the O.C. post office.  Is there even an upside to those of us who live here already?  I have not seen one, nor
have my neighbors.

I see now that there is a meeting to decide which of 3 plans for traffic control is best.  NONE!  Going through Holly Lane sounds fine, but would you
want all that extra traffic coming through your once quiet neighborhood?  And roundabouts are just plain confusing & dangerous when crowded.

I'm having trouble not saying awful things, so I think I'll quit.  I'm sure you've gotten my thoughts & feelings.
Diane Maxon

On Aug 5, 2019, at 5:56 PM, Christina Robertson-Gardiner <crobertson@orcity.org> wrote:

https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/9GdnCR6LjAcgnxOSNX0gV?domain=orcity.us7.list-manage.com
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/9GdnCR6LjAcgnxOSNX0gV?domain=orcity.us7.list-manage.com
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/OyO9CVONnGTP0YZHyxGZs?domain=orcity.us7.list-manage.com
mailto:diane@bctonline.com
mailto:crobertson@orcity.org
mailto:crobertson@orcity.org
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LEG 19-00003 - Amendments to various Chapters of the Oregon City Municipal Code, Zoning Map and
Comprehensive Plan Map and ancillary documents to the Comprehensive Plan to implement the
Beavercreek Road Concept Plan.

How Many Hearings will the Planning and City Commission Hold for this Project?
This is the 1st Planning Commission hearing date for LEG 19-00003. The number of hearings is at the
discretion of the Planning and City Commissions- though it is anticipated that each hearings body will hold
a couple of hearings each on this matter. The first hearing on this item will consist of a staff presentation
of the project, public comments and Planning Commission questions. Staff has requested a continuance
to August 26, 2019 when the staff report will be presented and staff will request approval by the Planning
Commission.
 

Beavercreek Road Concept Plan Project- Zoning and Code Amendments
The Beavercreek Road Concept Plan (BRCP) is a guide to the creation of a complete and
sustainable neighborhood in southeast Oregon City. The acknowledged BRCP provides a
framework for urbanization of 453 acres within the urban growth boundary including a diverse mix
of uses (an employment campus north of Loder Road,mixed-use districts along Beavercreek
Road, and two mixed-use neighborhoods), all woven together by open space, trails, a network of
green streets, and sustainable development practices. This spring and summer, the City of
Oregon City will embark on a process to amend the Comprehensive Plan Map, Zoning Map and
Oregon City Municipal Code (OCMC) to allow planned housing, employment and mixed-use
development within the Concept Plan Area. www.orcity.org/Beavercreekroadconceptplan
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